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Simulation of Nonpremixed
Turbulent Combustion
The application of mixture fraction based models to large-eddy simulations (LES
nonpremixed turbulent combustion requires information about mixing at length scale
resolved on the LES grid. For instance, the large-eddy laminar flamelet model (LEL
takes the subgrid-scale variance and the filtered dissipation rate of the mixture fractio
inputs. Since chemical reaction rates in nonpremixed turbulence are largely govern
the mixing rate, accurate mixing models are required if mixture fraction methods ar
be successfully used to predict species concentrations in large-eddy simulations. I
paper, several models for the SGS scalar variance and the filtered scalar dissipation
are systematically evaluated a priori using benchmark data from a DNS in homogen
isotropic, isothermal turbulence. The mixing models are also evaluated a posterio
applying them to actual LES data of the same flow. Predictions from the models
depend on an assumed form for the scalar energy spectrum are very good for the
considered, and are better than those from models that rely on other assump
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1 Introduction
In large-eddy simulations of nonreacting flows, the models

the unresolved terms in the momentum and conserved sc
equations rely on the fact that most of the kinetic and scalar
ergy resides in the largest scales. It is sometimes reasoned t
subgrid model need only extract the correct amount of ene
from the large scales to be adequate for many applications.
same argument cannot be applied to the modeling of reac
scalars because, for moderate to high reaction rates, the sca
the entire flame lies below the grid scale. Hence, the chemi
model must be capable of approximating the physical interac
between the species within each LES grid cell. One strategy
accounting for subgrid-scale~SGS! mixing is to employ an as-
sumed form for the probability density function~PDF! of a con-
served scalar within a grid volume@1#. Gao and O’Brien@2# refer
to this type of PDF as a large-eddy probability density funct
~LEPDF! while Colucci et al.@3# refer to it as the filtered density
function. Bilger@4# and Lentini@5# found that errors in assume
PDFs are greatly reduced upon integration, a common opera
which is required in order to obtain, e.g., average concentrati
Frankel et al.@6# and Cook and Riley@7# demonstrated the as
sumed LEPDF approach to be both practical and accurate for
with equilibrium chemistry.

To treat nonequilibrium chemistry, information in addition
the amount of SGS mixing is required. One approach is to emp
a joint PDF for the SGS species mass fractions@6#. Specification
of the joint LEPDF requires modeling of the subgrid-scale spec
covariance, a quantity that is very difficult to obtain accurate
An alternative method of accounting for non-equilibrium chem
try is to invoke the quasi-steady version of the flamelet appro
mation of Peters@8#, Cook, Riley, Kosa´ly, and de Bruyn Kops
@9–12# have used flamelet theory, in conjunction with an assum
LEPDF, to derive a model for predicting the filtered species c
centrations in LESs. The model, termed the large-eddy lam
flamelet model~LELFM!, requires information about the amou
and the rate of SGS mixing in the form of the subgrid-scale sc
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variance and the filtered scalar dissipation rate. Those four pa
show LELFM to be promising, but do not adequately address
problem of modeling the SGS mixing.

The purpose of this paper is to systematically evaluate sev
SGS mixing models required for mixture fraction based LE
models. The models are testeda priori anda posterioriusing data
from high resolution direct numerical simulations and lower re
lution large-eddy simulations of the classic experiment in dec
ing, homogeneous, isotropic, isothermal turbulence of Com
Bellot and Corrsin@13#. Although the theory behind the mixing
models is more general, this canonical flow is studied in orde
identify the characteristics of the models, to eliminate questi
about the accuracy of the simulation, and thus the mixing proc
and because a mixing model should presumably be accurate
the simpler case if it is to be reliably accurate for more comp
flows.

2 LES Models
Large-eddy simulation involves the numerical solution of t

equations for momentum and scalar transport to which a filte
characteristic widthD has been applied to remove length sca
too small to be resolved on the numerical grid. The filtering o
eration, denoted by an overbar and defined as the convolu
integral of the field with a filter kernel, results in flux terms whic
must be modeled. In this work, the Smagorinsky@14# model is
used to relate each subgrid-scale flux to the corresponding g
ent of the resolved-scale velocity component~or scalar! via a dy-
namically computed SGS viscosity~diffusivity!. The dynamic as-
pect was first proposed by Germano et al.@15#, with further
development by, e.g., Germano@16#, Lilly @17#, Carati et al.@18#
and Piomelli and Liu@19#. The resulting LES transport equation
are:

]ūi

]t
1

]ūi ū j

]xj
52

] p̄

]xi
12

]

]xj
@~n1nT!S̄i j #, (1)

]j̄

]t
1ū j

]j̄

]xj
5

]

]xj
F ~D1DT!

]j̄

]xj
G , (2)

whereS̄i j is the resolved strain-rate tensor,n andD are the kine-
matic viscosity and molecular diffusivity, andnT andDT are their
SGS counterparts defined in terms of the magnitude of the filte

n
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strain rate tensor asnT5CD2uS̄u andDT5CjD
2uS̄u. Both the ve-

locity field and the scalar field,j, are statistically homogeneou
and isotropic, so that the coefficientsC andCj can be considered
as constant in space but as functions of time. The scalar,j, can be
any conserved scalar, but is taken to be the mixture fraction
defined by Bilger@4#, with the assumption of equal diffusivities o
all species.

2.1 Subgrid-scale Chemistry Model. Our particular moti-
vation for the current research is to develop mixing models for
with the LELFM @9–12#, which we use here as a specific examp
of how SGS mixing models can incorporated into LES chemis
models. While the LELFM is only one approach to modeli
species interactions in an LES, mixture fraction based method
general require information about the amount of mixing at
subgrid scale if equilibrium chemistry is assumed, and inform
tion about the amount and rate of mixing for non-equilibriu
analysis. For the LELFM and other mixture fraction based m
els, the mixing statistics required are the filtered mixture fracti
j̄, the SGS scalar variance,jv

2, and the filtered scalar dissipatio
rate, x̄52D(]j/]xi)

2. Here, jv
25j22 j̄2, which corresponds to

the variance of the filtered probability density function as defin
by Gao and O’Brien@2#; an alternative definition (j2 j̄)2 is in-
correct in general since it cannot correspond to any one point P
@7,20#. The filtered mixture fraction is computed directly in a
LES from ~2!. Models forjv

2 andx̄ are discussed in the following
sections.

2.1.1 Subgrid-Scale Variance.The SGS variance can b
modeled directly or it can be computed fromj̄2 andj2, the latter
of which must be modeled. Schmidt and Schumann@21# compute
j2 by integrating its governing equation. One difficulty with th
method is in developing the initialj2 field. Another is that it
requires an additional model to account for the SGS flux of
scalar variance.

Two models have been proposed for directly modelingjv
2; one

relates it to the magnitude of the resolved scale gradient@22,23#,
the other relates it to a test scale variance@7#. The first is denoted
jm1

2 and definedjm1
2 [gD2u¹j̄u2. The derivation starts by defining

a test-scale filter of characteristic widthD̂ and denoted by (̂),
whereD̂.D, and assuming that the scalar variance below the
scale can be modeled in a manner analogous tojm1

2 . Then

ĵ̄22jC 25gD̂2u¹jC u22gD2u¹j̄u 2̂, (3)

and

g5
ĵ̄22jC 2

D̂2u¹jC u22D2u¹̂j̄u2
, (4)

assuming thatg varies slowly enough in space so that it can
taken outside the test filter. Unlike the formulations forC andCj ,
~4! does not involve averages in the homogeneous directions,g
is a function of space.

In the second model forjv
2, denotedjm2

2 , the subgrid-scale
variance is estimated by assuming similarity between the subg
scales and the smallest resolved scales. A test filter-scale var

is definedZv
2[j̄ 2̂2jC 2, which is simply the variance ofj̄ within

subvolumes defined by the test filter width. The model assu
scale similarity betweenZv

2 andjv
2, i.e.,

jv
2'jm2

2 [cj2~ ĵ̄22jC 2!. (5)

The quantitycj2 is computed by assuming a form for the SG
scalar energy spectrum and adding it to the resolved-scale s
trum ~from the LES! to form the complete scalar energy spectru
342 Õ Vol. 123, JUNE 2001
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Ej(k). Here k is the magnitude of the three-dimensional wa
number vector. By assuming homogeneous, isotropic turbule
Cook @24# shows that

cj25
*0

`@12g̃2~k;D!#E~k!dk

*0
`@12h̃2~k;D̂!#@12g̃2~k;D!#E~k!dk

, (6)

where g̃ and h̃ are the Fourier transformed grid and test filte
respectively. Withcj2 computed from~6!, the average SGS vari
ance from~5! will exactly equal the average SGS variance im
plicit in Ej(k) if the turbulence is homogeneous and isotrop
@24#.

In a high Reynolds number LES, the inertial range will exte
to wavenumbers which make an insignificant contribution to
SGS variance. If the grid filter is in the inertial range, it is reaso
able to assumeEj(k)}k25/3 for all SGSk, and to ignore details of
the spectrum in the dissipation range. In moderate Reynolds n
ber flows, such as that presented in this work, the dissipa
range accounts for a significant amount of the SGS variance
cannot be ignored. Instead, a form for the high wavenumber s
trum derived by Corrsin@25# and Pao@26# is used:

Ej~k!5Aka expS 2
3

2
nD«T

21/3k4/3D . (7)

In modeljm2
2 , a525/3 andn50.59, which are the values used b

Pao@26#. The constant of proportionality in~7! is determined by
matchingEj(k) to the actual LES spectrum near the highest
solved wave number. The kinetic energy flux supplied by
large eddies,«T , can be estimated from the LES by assuming th
it is equal to the energy removed from the resolved scales by
LES SGS model. Pao points out that the«T used for the theoret-
ical deduction of~7! ~which assumes infinite Reynolds numbe!
will always be greater than that measured in a laboratory exp
ment; presumably, this is also the case for the LES of a flow w
finite Reynolds number. Therefore,~7! is expected to underesti
mate the true SGS spectrum. While the effect that the error inEj

will have onjm2
2 is not clear due to the application of the grid an

test filters in~5!, it is expected that̂jm2
2 &→^jv

2& as the Reynolds
number increases, where^ & denotes a spatial average.

Two additional models forjv
2 are defined which improve on

jm1
2 andjm2

2 . The first,jm3
2 , is identical tojm2

2 except thata and
n are chosen so that the assumed spectrum more closely ma
the spectrum of the flow being studied. This is important for mo
erate Reynolds number flows in which no true inertial range

ists. Formally,jm3
2 [cj3( ĵ̄22jC 2). The second is a hybrid of mod

els jm1
2 and jm3

2 : jm4
2 [cj4D2u¹j̄u2. Analogous tocj3 , cj4 is

computed so that̂jm4
2 & equals the average SGS variance co

puted from the assumed spectrum. Values ofa andn are tailored
for the flow being studied.

It is worthwhile to note that an assumed form for the thre
dimensional scalar energy spectrum is utilized in this work
cause the scalar field in the numerical simulations is homogene
and isotropic. The assumed spectrum technique works equ
well when the scalar field is not isotropic but is homogeneous in
least one direction, so that a form for the one-dimensional ene
spectrum can be assumed. For these results, see@27#. The as-
sumed spectrum methods may also work well when the sc
field is locally isotropic on the LES grid.

2.1.2 Filtered Dissipation Rate.The filtered dissipation rate
x̄, can be decomposed into three terms which represent~1! the
cointeractions between the resolved scales,~2! the cointeractions
between the unresolved scales, and~3! the interactions between
the resolved and unresolved scales. The first of these can be
puted directly from the resolved scales of an LES. Girimaji a
Zhou @28# develop models for the second and third terms, a
note that the backscatter~third! term must be accounted for ifx̄ is
to be used to close the transport equation for the filtered sc
Transactions of the ASME
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energy. Here, two somewhat simpler classes of models are d
oped. In the first, denotedx̄m1 , j̄ is related to the resolved sca
dissipation rate via the total diffusivity,D1DT . In the second
(x̄m2 ,x̄m3), scale similarity arguments are used to estimatex̄.

To develop the first model, consider the equation forj̄-energy
obtained by multiplying~2! by j̄ and simplifying. The resulting
term for the dissipation rate ofj̄2 due to molecular effects and t
transfer of j energy to the subgrid-scales is 2(D1DT)
3(]j̄/]xj )

2. At the larger scales,j2 is approximately equal toj̄2,
the difference between the two being due to the filtering ofj at the
smaller scales. This implies, in particular, that the transfer rat
both quantities to the subgrid scales is nearly identical. Assum
in addition that the transfer rate ofj to the subgrid scales is equa
to its dissipation rate at those scales leads to a model forx̄:

x̄m1[2~D1DT!
]j̄]j̄

]xi]xi
. (8)

This is similar to a term in a model forx̄ proposed by Girimaji
and Zhou@28#.

The second model forx̄ is defined as

x̄m2[cx2D
]j̄]j̄

]xi]xi
, (9)

where the constantcx2 is determined by assuming a form for th
high wavenumber portion of thej energy spectrum, e.g.,~7!. The
derivation is similar to that ofcj2 . In essence,cx2 is set so that
^x̄m2& is equal to the dissipation rate computed using the S
portion of the assumed spectrum. It was argued in the prev
section that the assumed SGSEj(k) from ~7! will always under-
estimate the true SGS spectrum because~7! was deduced for the
case of infinite Reynolds number. While the effect of the error
Ej(k) on jm2

2 is not obvious, it is clear that underpredictingEj(k)
at high wavenumbers will result in̂x̄m2&,^x̄&. It is expected that
^x̄m2&'^x̄& for large enough Reynolds number. Analogous tojm2

2

is a third model forx̄, denotedx̄m3 , in which the coefficientcx2
is replaced bycx3 computed by assuming a form forEj(k) which
is tailored to the flow being studied.

3 Numerical Simulations
Data from DNS are used fora priori testing of the LELFM and

the submodels. The velocity field simulated is that of the labo
tory experiment of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin@13# in which nearly
isotropic, incompressible turbulence decays downstream of a
of spacingM oriented normal to a uniform, steady flow. Statistic
data were collected in the laboratory at downstream locati
x/M542, 98, and 171. The Reynolds number at the first stat
based on the Taylor length scale and the rms velocity, is 71.6.
DNS are performed with a pseudo-spectral code using
5123-point periodic domain considered to be moving with t
mean flow. Taylor’s hypothesis is invoked to relate simulated ti
to laboratory coordinates. The DNS velocity field is initialized
match the laboratory kinetic energy spectrum atx/M542. In the
computer code, Fourier pseudo-spectral methods are used t
proximate spatial derivatives, and a second-order Ada
Bashforth scheme with pressure-projection is used for tim
stepping.

To test the LELFMa posteriori, large-eddy simulations were
run on numerical grids having 643 and 1283 points. In the simu-
lations, the same pseudo-spectral code that was used for the
is employed, with the addition of models for the SGS fluxes,
solve~1! and~2!. The LES are initialized with filtered DNS field
at x/M542.

3.1 Spatial and Temporal Accuracy. The direct numerical
simulations are among the largest that can be run on prese
existing super-computers, and standard spatial resolution
such as comparing results computed with different numerical
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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resolutions are not possible. Nevertheless, several attributes o
simulations indicate that they are extremely accurate. First,
pseudospectral method used has the advantages that phase
are very small, rates of convergence are very high, and the t
cation error decreases faster than algebraically as the numb
Fourier modes becomes large@29#. The method has been found t
be twice as accurate as finite-difference schemes using the s
resolution @30#. Second, spatial resolution tests typically pe
formed for spectral simulations, including observing the evolut
of the kinetic and scalar energy dissipation rate spectra and en
transfer spectra show that the largest and smallest dynamic
relevant length scales are resolved on the numerical grid. Th
the simulations match the data from the highly respected w
tunnel experiments of Comte-Bellot and Corrsin@13#. The simu-
lation results agree with the laboratory data not just for gr
statistics such as average kinetic energy and integral length s
at a single downstream location but, in addition to other high
order statistics, for the entire three-dimensional kinetic ene
spectra fromx/M542 to x/M5171. For additional discussion o
the simulations, see@27,31#.

In LESs, the simulation results will change when the grid re
lution is increased unless the closure models for the trans
equations are perfect. The question becomes what grid resolu
is required to accurately predict the length scales of interest. In
current simulations, it was found that about 483 grid points are
required to accurately predict the growth rate of the integral len
scale and the decay rate of the turbulence kinetic energy. Th
results are consistent with those of Carati et al.@18# for large-eddy
simulations of the same flow. In this work, 643-point simulations
are the lowest resolution reported, since the performances o
SGS mixing models deteriorate markedly when applied to gr
coarser than this. The three dimensional scalar energy spect
x/M5171 from 643-point and 1283-point simulations are com-
pared with the corresponding spectrum from the DNS in Fig.
There are inaccuracies in the results from both LESs near
smallest resolved scale, but the large scales and the scalar ene
are accurate throughout the simulations. Additional details c
cerning the large eddy simulations can be found in@12,27#.

The temporal accuracy of all the simulations was verified
running portions of the simulations with time step sizes differi
by a factor of two and noting no measurable difference in
resulting velocity and scalar fields. Using a third order Adam
Bashforth scheme for portions of the simulations also had no
fect on the results.

Fig. 1 Three dimensional scalar energy spectra from DNS and
LES.
JUNE 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 343
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Table 1 Correlation coefficient between the exact filtered dis-
¯

Table 3 Correlation coefficient between the SGS-variance and
related quantities
4 Results

4.1 A Priori Evaluation of the Models for x̄. The models
for x̄ are evaluateda priori by filtering the 5123 DNS data onto
coarser grids to simulate LES data. The modeled quantities
computed from these filtered fields and compared with the e
filtered dissipation rate,x̄e , determined by filteringx from the
DNS. Two filter widths are used, which result in simulated LE
fields having 323 and 643 points.

A good model forx̄ will be well correlated withx̄e and also
will have approximately the same volume average. The corr
tion betweenx̄e and related quantities is given in Table 1, and t
corresponding mean values, as fractions of^x̄e&, in Table 2. The

factor ¹j̄•¹j̄ is common tox̄m1 , x̄m2 , and x̄m3 , and there is
good correlation between it and the exact filtered dissipation r
This fact is encouraging because it implies that a model fox̄

might be based upon¹j̄•¹j̄, provided that a method can b
found to adjust the mean value of the model appropriately.

In model x̄m1 , the SGS diffusivity,DT , is used to scale

¹j̄•¹j̄, and, sinceDT is neither constant in space nor well co
related with x̄e , this approach adversely affects the correlati
between the exact and modeled dissipation rates, but not
great amount. Of greater concern is that^x̄m1& is about a quarter
of ^x̄e& in the 323 domain and about half̂x̄e& in the 643 domain.
In the model, it is assumed that the sum of the molecular and S
dissipation rates ofj-energy from the resolved scales,^xgs&, is
approximately equal to the dissipation rate from all scales,^x̄e&.
The ratio^xgs&/^x̄e& is only about 0.3 to 0.4 in the 643 LES, and
an LES grid larger than 1283 would be required to make the rati
0.8. The scalar fields depend strongly on the initial conditions
that it is probable that̂xgs& is a better approximation of̂x̄e& in
some configurations than others. Since the velocity field is driv
the transfer of scalar energy from large to small scales, howe
it is useful to examine the corresponding relationship for the
locity field; in the 643 LES, only about 70% of the kinetic energ
dissipation is due to transfer and dissipation from the large sca
and the fraction drops to about 50% for the 323 fields. The con-
clusion is that̂ x̄m1& will underestimatê x̄e& by 30–75%, depend-
ing on the resolution of the LES and the flow configuration.

In model x̄m2 , ¹j̄•¹j̄ is scaled by a coefficient which has
value such that̂x̄m2& will equal the average dissipation rate com
puted from a composite dissipation rate spectrum made up o
known resolved scale spectrum and an assumed form for the
resolved scales. The coefficients in the assumed spectrum~7! are
those given by Pao@26#. In the present flow, the slope ofEj(k) is
flatter than25/3 at the highest resolved wave number, especi
in the 323 LES, so the peak of the assumedDj(k) is lower than
the true peak in the dissipation rate spectrum and^x̄m2& underpre-

sipation rate, xe , and related quantities

Table 2 Mean values of various quantities as fractions of Šx̄e‹
344 Õ Vol. 123, JUNE 2001
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dicts ^x̄e&. In model x̄m3 , the coefficients of~7! are adjusted to
a521 andn51.2. From Table 2, it is clear that the model acc
rately predicts the filtered dissipation rate, provided that the sh
of the j-energy spectrum is reasonably well known. The stren
of the model is that it is based on the transfer of kinetic energy
of the resolved scales, which the LES predicts very accurately
the LES cannot accurately predict the resolved-scale dissipa
rate, the evolution of the velocity and scalar fields will be inco
rect and the modeling ofx̄ is moot.

4.2 A Priori Evaluation of the Models for jv
2. Like the

models forx̄, the approximations forjv
2 are based on quantities

that can be computed locally in the LES and scaled so that
mean SGS variance is approximately correct. In modeljm1

2 ,

¹j̄•¹j̄, is multiplied by a dynamically computed coefficient,g,
which is a function of space and time. From Table 3, it is cle

that¹j̄•¹j̄ is a good quantity on which to base a model becau
it is highly correlated withje

2 over the full range ofx/M and LES
resolution. In the computation ofg, however, it is assumed tha
the SGS-variance can be predicted from a test-scale varia
which is a poor assumption for the present flow. Even if the flo
were such thatg were approximately the correct factor with whic

to relate ¹j̄•¹j̄, with je
2, it is poorly correlated withje

2 and
significantly degrades the correlation betweenjm1

2 andje
2.

In modelsjm2
2 and jm3

2 , it is again postulated that the SG
variance can be related to a test-scale variance, but this time
relationship is through the correlation and not the mean. The
tinction betweenjm2

2 andjm3
2 is the same as that betweenx̄m2 and

x̄m3 , namely thatjm2
2 is based on a generic assumed spectrum a

jm3
2 is based on a spectrum tailored for the current flow config

ration. Both ^jm2
2 & and ^jm3

2 & are excellent estimates of̂je
2&

~Table 4!, but the correlation is only moderately good in view o

the excellent correlation betweenje
2 and¹j̄•¹j̄. In modeljm4

2 ,
the concept of relating the SGS variance to a test-scale varian

discarded and¹j̄•¹j̄ is scaled the same way (j̄ 2̂2jC 2) is scaled
in modeljm3

2 . The result is a model that almost exactly match
^je

2& with excellent correlation.

4.3 A Posteriori Tests. It is the accuracies ofx̄ and jv
2

when computed from an LES which are of prime interest,
though the models cannot be validated on a point-wise basi
they can be when applied to filtered DNS data. In the curr
simulations, the scalar dissipation rate from the smallest resolv
scales is slightly too high, and the resolved-scale scalar varianc
correspondingly low~Fig. 1!. This causesx̄m1 to perform better
than expected from thea priori tests, but still significantly worse
than x̄m3 at most downstream locations, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. A

Table 4 Mean values of various quantities as fractions of Šje
2
‹

Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 2 LES predictions for x̄ „a… and jv
2
„b…, compared to DNS values, from 64 3 LES
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priori tests ofjm1
2 show that it underpredictsje

2, whereas it sig-
nificantly overpredicts the exact value in an actual LES~Fig. 2b!.
Both jm2

2 and jm3
2 are very good, but not nearly perfect as su

gested by the tests with DNS data.
When the resolution of the LES is increased to 1283-points~not

shown!, the models that depend on an assumed spectrum imp
dramatically@27#. This is in part due to the fact that more of th
spectrum is computed directly in a higher resolution LES, and
less must be estimated. The principal problem, however, in e
mating the spectra for the current~moderate Reynolds numbe!
flow is that there is no inertial range, which makes the param
a in ~7! difficult to estimate. The spectra for flows with highe
Reynolds number may be easier to estimate from 643-point LES
data.

5 Conclusions
Information about mixing at scales smaller than those resol

on an LES numerical grid is needed if mixture fraction bas
models are to be used for predicting species concentration
LESs of non-premixed, turbulent reacting flows. For example,
large-eddy laminar flamelet model requires submodels for
SGS scalar variance and the filtered scalar dissipation rate to
vide information about SGS mixing. Several formulations f
each submodel are presented and tested using filtered DNS
and LES results. Predictions from the models that depend o
assumed form for the scalar energy spectrum are very good fo
flow considered, and are better than those from models that
on other assumptions. Additionally, the spectrum-based mo
perform consistently when testeda priori anda posterioriat sev-
eral different LES resolutions, which encourages the thought
the models are robust. In contrast, several of the other mo
tested behave differently ina priori anda posterioritests, and the
accuracy of the model predictions varies widely as the scalar fi
develops with downstream distance. Since the spectrum-b
models are applicable to flows for which a form for the on
dimensional scalar energy can be estimated@12#, these models
show promise for a variety of flow configurations.
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